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ABSTRACT

Buildings are big energy consumers, and as such they contribute to the resource depletion and the
global stock of CO2 emissions. This paper attempts to assess the environmental impact of the
Bulgarian residential sector during the buildings’ operational phase.
This is done by the means of the amount of energy consumption in the residential buildings and
the origin of this energy. The analysis reveals that both the Energy and Building sectors in
Bulgaria are ineffective. That is, the energy mix consists of conventional polluting sources and is
the first track in the chain of non-sustainability in buildings, as it supplies energy generated by
non-environmentally friendly sources. Furthermore along the chain, the buildings themselves
have poor energy performance because of their old age and the loose thermal regulations.
Therefore, technical and regulatory measures are suggested to deal with those shortcomings.
They are derived from the best European practices and their applicability in Bulgaria is carefully
examined. Appropriate for Bulgaria technical measures would include insulation of dwellings,
metering, and some low-cost measures such as sealing the windows, double pane glazing, etc.
As regards the normative regulations, the proposed possible provisions are in line with the 2002
EU directive on Energy Performance in Buildings, which will become binding for Bulgaria upon
its accession in the Union in 2007.
Additionally, the human factor is recognized as a determining component of a building’s energy
performance. Wasteful, unsustainable inhabitants’ behavior can make an energy-efficient (by
design and construction) building to under-perform. Because of this, options to motivate people
to save energy are duly analyzed in the context of the current economic and social realities. In
Bulgaria, those measures would encompass: first, economic forces such as higher energy prices
to accommodate the negative environmental externalities but at the same time mechanisms to
relieve the financial burden on the disadvantaged groups; and second, economic incentives such
as establishing funds to provide for investment subsidies, soft loans, or low-income households
programs, as well as bonuses and tax reduction on energy saving equipment or RES installations.
The paper concludes with an outline of the optimal strategy for achieving an energy-efficient
building stock in Bulgaria.
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INTRODUCTION
Energy and the Environment
Without energy all our economic and living activities will stop and our modern world will cease
to exist. The ultimate importance of energy is reflected into the ever-growing pattern of supply
and consumption. For example, in the past 30 years the total primary energy supply increased 1.7
times, from 6 034 Mtoe/a in 1973 to 10 230 Mtoe/a in 2002. This implies more intense use of
energy resources and possible depletion of the non-renewable ones. Similarly, total final energy
consumption increased 1.6 times from 4 549 Mtoe/a in 1973 to 16 054 Mtoe/a in 2002. A fact of
life is that the largest part of the environmental pollution is attributable to energy generation.
Accordingly, the total CO2 emissions also went up 1.54 times, from 15 668 Mt/a in 1973 to
24 102 Mt/a in 2002.1
The Need for Energy Efficiency Measures in the European Union
Buildings are big energy consumers, and as such they contribute to the resource depletion and the
global stock of CO2 emissions. About 40% of the CO2 emissions in the European Union’s (EU)
total primary energy use stems from the building sector. In 2002, for example, the total of 725
Mt/a was recorded from the EU building stock, of which the residential sector holds a share of
77% and the non-residential - 23%. Furthermore, single-family houses contribute the most (60%)
to the emissions within the residential sector.2 To address this problem, and in this way, to
facilitate achieving the goals set by the Kyoto agreement, the EU adopted a Directive on Energy
Performance of Buildings in 2002, referred to as the EPB Directive further in the text.
The Need for Energy Efficiency Measures in the Building Sector in Bulgaria
Just like in the rest of Europe, buildings account for a large share of CO2 emissions in Bulgaria.
This is due to the old and inefficient building stock and to a big number of relatively old
buildings in Bulgaria which require more energy - especially for heating. Bulgarian residential
sector accounts for 21% of the country’s total energy use and 39% of the total electricity use.3
For that reason, implementation of energy efficiency measures is worthwhile.
A further reason to seek for energy efficiency is the Bulgarian engagement in the Kyoto
agreement. Bulgaria ratified United Nations’ Framework Convention on Climate Change in
March 1995 and Kyoto Protocol in August 2002, by which it made commitment to maintain the
greenhouse gases (GHGs) below the level of 1988, adopted as a base year. Agreed target during
the first commitment period (2008-2010) is 8% reduction, equivalent to 626 025 Mt of CO2.
Apart from that, factors such as decommissioning of the Nuclear Power Plant (NPP), inefficient
industries as a whole, and an on-going restructuring of the energy sector with expected
consequences on the energy prices, also call for energy conservation in all sectors, including the
residential buildings.
1

IEA. (2004). Key World Energy Statistics. pp. 6, 24, 28, 35.
ECOFYS. (2004). Mitigation of CO2 Emissions from the Building Stock, p.28
3
USAID. (2003). p.18
2
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Additionally, securing energy efficient homes that incur lower energy bills is a better option for
the poor to survive on their disposable income than to rely on ongoing insufficient social benefits
for heat, as we will prove further in the paper.
But the most influential reason that seems to force Bulgarian policymakers to consider energyefficiency measures is the Bulgaria’s pending accession in the EU. As a precondition, Bulgaria
has to transpose the European legislation into national laws. In this way, the EU EPB Directive
will be binding for Bulgaria after it becomes a member in 2007.

PURPOSE OF THE PAPER
Having said all this, we realize that the buildings possess large energy conservation potential and
can play a major role in energy saving and the resulting CO2 emission abatement if the potential
is properly addressed. But is it properly addressed in Bulgaria? With this end in view, we will
attempt in the following to review the status quo of the Bulgarian building sector and assess the
problems and their causes, after which appropriate measures (technical, socio-economic, and
legislative and regulatory) will be proposed to be implemented in Bulgaria. They will be derived
from the best practices available in Europe at present and complying with the EPB Directive
requirements, but in the context of the national circumstances.
In other words, we will argue that the current state of the construction industry in Bulgaria is
relatively unsustainable when compared with other European countries and will examine how
energy performance (EP) of the Bulgarian buildings could be improved in the short as well as in
longer run. Most of the energy efficiency measures to be examined are dictated by the Kyoto
agreement and the need to cope with the GHGs. But with the presumption that less energy use
would result into less CO2 emissions and less resource use, we will take the energy use
perspective and will measure the impact of the residential building stock on the environment by
the energy use in buildings – primary and final – rather than by CO2 emissions.

ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
The above-described objective will be approached from a particular angle (of the worst impact)
within the broader idea of energy sustainability in buildings, which goes beyond merely the
energy use within the buildings. Applying this concept, which is based on the life-cycle energy
use and claims that buildings need energy during all stages over their life span, we can
distinguish the following stages and the corresponding needs for energy:
Pre-use stage – energy for construction materials production and for design and construction
of a building;
Operational stage
- energy for space and water heating, cooling, lighting, use of appliances, etc.
- embodied energy for maintenance and for repair and replacement;
End-of-life stage – energy for actual demolition of a building and for transportation of waste
to landfills.
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Although buildings require energy all along their life cycle, a number of studies showed that the
largest amount of energy consumed is usually recorded during the operational stage.4 Therefore,
energy efficiency measures to improve the energy performance of buildings during that stage are
vital and deserve more attention.
The basic factors impacting buildings’ energy use during the operational phase are:
The quality (thermal characteristics) and quantity (sufficiency of insulation, etc.) of the
building materials as well as the installations;
Climate-specific design, i.e. taking into account the positioning of the building and its
elements to the world directions North/South/East/West, its shape, and other physical
characteristics;
Occupants’ behavior.
The first two are prerequisites for high energy performance, are regulated to a high degree by the
Building Codes, and are embedded in the pre-use phase, hence, are more rigid and hard to change
later on by retrofits or reconstruction. This underpins the importance of good Building Codes to
provide for those in time.
The occupants’ behavior is more influenced by financial measures, and thus, is more quickly
achievable. Its importance could be demonstrated by the fact that buildings get meaning when
they are peopled. An energy-efficient building, as measured by proper materials put in during the
pre-use stage and proper climate-specific design, might have inferior EP because of nonsustainable occupants behavior, involving wasteful exploitation or inefficient domestic
appliances. Therefore, measures to influence consumer behavior are also crucial.
Energy Consumption in Buildings as a Part of a System
The above-outlined factors are further scrutinized by breaking them down to two detailed subsystems – thermal norms and regulations, and socio-economic regulations. The first sub-system is
comprised of thermal efficiency standards and norms enforced by law, e.g. Building Codes,
heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning installations (HVAC) norms, etc. The second subsystem, socio-economic one, is comprised of fiscal measures related to buildings and other
financial incentives to save energy or to improve the energy performance of a home.
Although complete, the combined system represents only the immediate, direct determinants of
energy use. We are aware that there are other factors, such as building traditions in Bulgaria (not
facilitating the energy efficiency objectives because of non-compact, with many extending parts
and volumes traditional architecture), technology penetration rate, climate, natural energy
resources, and finally, macroeconomic factors such as Bulgarian economic development and the
EU policy – general as well as related to EP in buildings in particular. They all are not subjects of
analysis because, in one way or another, they are beyond reach. It is worth mentioning, however,
that they affect the direct determinants. Therefore, we present a broad picture of the system in
fig.1. The dark arrows designate the links that will be examined further in the paper.
4

US National Pollution Prevention Centre.(1998). The total life cycle energy of a typical one-family house in the US
in was found to be 15455 GJ, of which 6.1% during the pre-use phase, 93.7% during the operational phase, and 0.2%
during the end-of-use phase. Alike, another study found out that in Sweden the operational energy use constitutes
85%. (Adalberth. (2000). No similar information is available about Bulgaria.
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Fig.1. All Factors Affecting Energy Use in Buildings during the Operational Phase
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The factors impacting energy efficiency during the building use stage are divided into 4 groups.
Those listed under world order include the Bulgarian economic development and the EU policy
which, in general, affects the energy prices in Bulgaria by establishing a common European
energy market and other trade rules. In particular, the EU harmonization policy within the
construction industry determines our present course to altering the Bulgarian Building Codes.
Those factors classified as natural should also be taken as granted and impossible to improve
(use of resources could be controlled, though.) But we acknowledge that the available energy
resources determine the country’s energy mix and, to a certain degree, the energy prices. We also
recognize the climate as a cornerstone for design decisions, such as positioning of a building, its
shape, and insulation, which definitely determine the amount of energy used for heating, cooling,
lighting, etc. The climate directly affects the amount of energy consumed, because of the simple
fact that the indoor thermal comfort for all humans is achieved at approximately the same
temperature around 20oC (give or take 2 degrees) and thus, lower temperatures will in any case
evoke need for more heat.
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The indirect determinants could be changed in the very long run. The building tradition (as part
of the Bulgarian culture as a whole) is one of the most rigid and slow things to change. It has
been forming since centuries, reflecting the climate specifics and available indigenous materials.
But it is also gradually changing recently towards unification due to the globalization process, as
Bulgaria develops economically and opens for the world market. Technology penetration goes
hand in hand with the overall country’s economic development, so it is a matter of
macroeconomic policy, and thus, is also outside our interest. Income has a huge role in shaping
the consumers’ behavior and will be thus looked upon.
The direct determinants have the strongest and immediate impact on energy consumption in
buildings and because of this they will be scrutinized in the paper. Back to them in our limited
system, we will first look at the thermal norms and regulations to see how the elements are
interrelated and will show that it could almost be a closed balanced system that creates
preconditions for achieving high energy performance. (fig.2)
Fig.2. Impact of Thermal Standards and Other
Technical Legislative Measures on Energy Use in
Buildings during the Operational Phase
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The cycle could be almost closed with
merely those elements shown in the
scheme. The only link leading outside
the sub-system is the effect the audits
and certification required in the new
Building Codes can have on the
consumers’ awareness, and thus, induce
more environmental behavior. Apart
from this, and within the sub-system, the
regulations act balancing to the energy
consumption, responding by tightening
norms to increased energy use. In order
to meet the higher EP requirement, better
climate-specific design, more efficient
installations, and materials with better
properties will be sought. Of course, less
energy use will not lead to loosening the
regulations. No need for that - the
historical data reveals escalating total
energy use all the time, so we can only
expect more stringent regulations in the
future. This model seems sufficient to
ensure energy efficient buildings.

But this statement is unrealistic because this non-animated sub-system cannot exist in isolation
from people. Buildings are meant to satisfy basic human needs and they would not have a
meaning if they were not peopled. However, the inhabitants can change the EP of a building with
embedded efficiency features in such a way that the so-designed and constructed energy-efficient
building might not function efficiently in the operational phase. Apparently, good Building Codes
alone cannot solve the problem of energy conservation. For this reason, we add people in the
picture and all the factors affecting people’s behavior. (fig.3)
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Fig.3. Joint Impact of Thermal Regulations and Socio-Economic Measures on Energy Use in
Buildings during the Operational Phase
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We choose to start with the household disposable income, as less income could be an influential
driving force towards conservation behavior. Therefore, income has a balancing effect on energy
consumption. The increasing energy prices in Bulgaria at the moment are one of the major causes
of insufficient income. One might assume that the high prices would encourage people to switch
to renewable energy sources (RES), but they appear more expensive for the time being. In order
for the people to really move towards more environmental energy sources, the state has to
provide incentives – mainly in the form of legislative support and subsidies to the RES, but also
bonuses and tax exemptions for houses equipped with alternative energy sources. The new
Building Codes should also encourage RES implementation, but it is planned to be just an option,
so the link between the regulations and the energy mix is not strong.
Of course, less income will prevent people from investing in more efficient domestic appliances
and, in this way, from decreasing their energy bills, which reflects back to the income in a
negative way. Hence, state support and incentives to boost investment in appliances is
recommendable in order to utilize this positive reinforcing loop.
Next, high energy consumption is supposed to trigger the government actions that provide
incentives to save energy. Encouraged in this way, consumers will become more economical.
Apart from the mentioned earlier impact on the use of RES and more efficient domestic
appliances, incentives to save will bring about a motivation and financial means (in case of lowincome households) to install more efficient HVAC systems or to use better construction
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materials. Such state help could correct for the insufficient income, which often impedes the
implementation of those efficiency measures. It is reinforcing in the long run, meaning that the
disposable income will be more after the investment pays off.
Finally, social assistance for heat and social tariffs are designed to alleviate the burden of the
energy bills on income. This in turn may tempt occupants to use more energy, so one may argue
that the social assistance has to be eliminated over time and better solutions have to be found. In
the case of Bulgaria, however, the social assistance failed to achieve its intended aim for a
number of reasons, so the link between income and social assistance is almost absent.
Two inferences can be derived from the above scheme. First, there are two main outflows from
the energy use box: environment and income. This is to say that energy efficiency measures
could have double-fold effect, contributing not only to ecological but also to social sustainability.
Second, it is noteworthy that the amount of energy saved, regardless in which way or in which
sub-system, points back to income that is the most important driver of environmental behavior.
Therefore, we cannot determine decisively whether or not the Building Codes solely will produce
the desired effect on the current high energy consumption in buildings. Because of the human
factor, there is a certain probability of not obtaining the expected EP - unless the Codes are
coupled with socio-economic measures. The socio-economic measures, on the other hand, can
drive the energy consumption down even if the buildings themselves do not have good EP. But
this effect could be enhanced by combining both types of measures. As we are looking for
improving the energy efficiency of the Bulgarian buildings by minimizing the energy
consumption during the use stage, we would conclude that for maximum effect the both subsystems have to co-exist. Therefore, they both will be dealt with in the paper.

METHODOLOGY
To build the analytical model, the method of Causal-Loop Diagram has been used. It is a good
means to illustrate the numerous factors affecting energy use in buildings and the complex
interrelations among them. The reader must then have been able to better understand why certain
elements and links merit thorough investigation, others worth brief discussion, and still others
will be dropped out.
To assess the status quo of Bulgarian construction sector in relation to energy use and to
determine the problems and their causes, abundant statistical data and official Bulgarian reports
will be analyzed. This will enable us not only to evaluate the existing conditions as a base for
understanding why certain measures will be recommended before others, but also to see where
Bulgaria is currently in regard to EP of buildings in other European countries. Thereafter,
analyses of official EU reports and studies will be scrutinized in order to accentuate the best
practices in the European countries. On those grounds, appropriate for the Bulgarian
circumstances measures will be identified and suggested for adoption.
Almost all data were available in Bulgarian levs (BGL). For convenience, it has been converted
into Euro at the exchange rate of € 1 = BGL 1.9558 on 5 November 2004.5
5

European Central Bank, (6 Nov 2004)
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LIMITATIONS
Type of Buildings
When examining the energy efficiency of buildings, we will only be interested in residential
buildings. This is justified by the fact that the residential sector accounts for the major share of
electricity (39%) and heating (52%) consumption in Bulgaria. (fig.4) Moreover, the residential
buildings are more than 3 times more polluting than the non-residential ones, as was mentioned
earlier in the Introduction.
Fig.4. Electricity and heating consumption in Bulgaria by
sector, 2001, %
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Apart from this, there is a difference between the energy-efficiency measures applicable in
residential and non-residential buildings. Energy saving in the public or office buildings could be
obtained mostly by using more efficient equipment, e.g. computers, lighting bulbs, airconditioning systems, etc. In the residential buildings, those are impossible to control; thus,
energy-efficient features should be built-in in the buildings during the earlier stages, e.g. during
the design and construction phases.
Type of Energy Flows
The paper will cover only part of the energy use during the operational stage. Mostly considered
would be energy for heating, though admittedly, a building consumes energy for many more
functions. This limitation stems from the fact that, on the average, space and water heating
constitute 62% of the household electricity consumption in Bulgaria. (fig.5) Lighting and
household appliances have much lower shares. From this fact, as well as from the narrowing
down the scope to residential buildings, another limitation is derived: lighting and appliances will
not be discussed either, as they represents a small fraction of the energy consumption and are
hard to be controlled in the residential buildings.
As to the other energy flows discussed in Building Norms and Regulations part, ventilation (i.e.
min ventilation rates, intermittent and demand-controlled ventilation, infiltration, duct tightness,
heat recovery, fan power) and heating & cooling systems are out of the scope due to their more
specific technical nature as well as to the limited information available about them. Besides, the
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existing Bulgarian norms regulating HVAC are so outdated that they are planned to be soon
profoundly changed anyway.
Type of Measures
There are also limitations to the energy efficiency measures and regulations reviewed in the
paper. Basically, regulations aim either to impose minimum efficiency standards by law, or to
impose energy-efficiency practices – technical and behavioral, or to provide information to
consumers. In this connection, the energy-efficiency measures thoroughly reviewed in the paper
will encompass:
Thermal efficiency standards and norms, both the current ones and the new ones required by
the EU EPB Directive;
Technical measures, such as fitting insulation, sealing and double-glassing of windows, etc.;
Behavioral measures, i.e. economic incentives, financial stimulation, and support of
households, such as bonuses and tax reduction for efficient homes, long-term low-interest
loans, etc.
Measures to promote renewable energy will be mentioned very briefly. Some short time will be
allotted to the required by the Building Code energy certification which goes hand in hand with
making energy audits. Apart from this, measures aimed to provide information for consumers
(labeling, etc.) will not be touched upon, neither will be examined the educational and other
possibilities to raise public and professionals environmental awareness. Fuel substitution policies,
as well as fiscal measures, such as subsidies and taxes on energy prices, also fall outside the
scope of this paper.

BACKGROUND
Bulgaria’s Economic Development
The General Trend
In November 1989 the communist rule in Bulgaria collapsed, setting the beginning of a long and
painful transition to sustainability. In the beginning, the political life was imprinted by instability
and frequent government changes, which impeded development and implementation of proper
economic measures. The economic reforms were launched late, by which time the country was
undergoing a deep economic crisis, which in turn had a drastic social impact on the population.
Since 2001, however, we observe a great improvement on macroeconomic level, which translates
into overall improvement of the life in Bulgaria.
Expressed in numbers, the above described period looks like that: both Human Development
Index (HDI) and gross domestic product (GDP) imply lowering living standards up to 1997. HDI
ranking6 lifted down Bulgaria from 33rd position in 1991 to 69th in 1997, but then it climbed up to
57th position in 2001. The GDP trend exhibits drop of 11.7% during the first year following the
change, in 1997 reached its lowest level of 27% fall compared to 1990, and since then slowly but
6

UNDP. (2004). Profile of Bulgaria: The Sustainable Human Development Perspective
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steadily has been going up, so that in 2002 it was 93.1% of 1990-GDP. (fig.7) The recent trend is
even more optimistic - the first half of 2004 recorded an increase of 5.6% compared to the same
period last year. Inflation follows a similar pattern – It fell down to 3.3% in 2003 and is expected
to further fall to 2.4% at the end of 2004.7 (fig.6.) This level is comparable to the inflation level
in EU-15 in 2003 (2.2%). Unemployment peaked at 21.4% in 1993, but in 2000 it was 19.7%, in
2002 – 17.8% and in 2003 - 13.7% - still quite high but with tendency to diminish (fig.6.) The
evolution of the average monthly salary and pension also kept on falling till 1997 and after that
started going up. (fig.7) Poverty, insecurity in the future, and the grave health situation resulted in
de-population, which trend is the only one that has been continuing to the present (fig.6)
Fig.6. Inflation (CPI), unemployment, and
population patterns
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Economic Issues in the Bulgarian Construction Sector
The economic revival in the past years led to more economic activities and also reflected into the
construction sector development. The share of construction business in the GDP is steadily
increasing in the past 4 years, from 4.6% in 2000 to 4.5% in 2003 and 5% in 2004. In Western
Europe, this number is 9%, which implies that there is lots of room for development in Bulgaria.
The market analysts expect the financial value of the sector production to increase at a rate of
12% to 15% per year in the next couple of years. Competition is guaranteed by the private
business taking over, with the share of the private entrepreneurs rising from 85% in 2000 to
93.7% in 2003. Yet, a development delay factor is the low foreign investment (under 2%). The
sector activities are financed by domestic capital which is not so readily available.8
And while the quantity is increasing, as we will show in the building sector review, the quality is
questionable. This vigorous construction activity is not creating energy sustainable buildings. In
order to give grounds to this claim, to evaluate weather the residential buildings in Bulgaria have
satisfactory EP and if not, to identify the causes for the poor performance, we will look at the
7
8

TRUD (18 Sept 2004) and STROITELSTVO (24 Feb 2004, 21 Sept 2004, 23 Sept 2004)
STROITELSTVO, (5 Nov, 2004)
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Bulgarian building and energy sectors.
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The Status Quo of Bulgarian Construction Sector
General Characteristics
At the end of 2003, the total housing stock in Bulgaria was 3 697 322 dwellings distributed
unevenly within 2 125 250 residential buildings.9 The graphs in fig.8 show diminishing
population and, at the same time, increasing dwelling stock, which implies fewer persons per
dwelling, supported by the data in fig.10 as well. Also, floor area per person increases (fig.9,)
which might mean higher level of energy consumption. At the end of 2003, the living area per
person was 19.38 m2 and the total dwelling area per person was 30.12 m2. All those facts hint that
the residential standard might be improving.
Fig.8. Number of dwellings and population

Fig.9. Population and area/cap
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Fig.10. Number of persons per dwelling, in %
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Source: NSI, IEA

In central and eastern European
countries (CEE), “…the floor area
per capita tends to increase as the
population decreases and new
apartments become larger. Bulgaria
is an example. … [T]he size of new
dwellings is growing. In Bulgaria, the
average size of residences built in
1996 was 82 m2, up from 70 m2 in
1989. The average number of rooms
also tends to increase”.10 This
statement is supported by the graph
in fig.11 and fig.12.

NSI, (30 June 2004)
IEA, (1998). Energy Efficiency Initiative Vol I, Ch.6
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Fig.11.Dwellings by number of rms
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Fig.12. Dwellings by living area, %
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For the time being, 0.474 dwellings are available per
person (which is remarkably high), or to put it in other
words- the average number of persons per dwelling is
2.11. This is consistent with the general trend in
Eastern Europe - the floor area per person tends to
increase as the population decreases. For instance,
Slovakia has 3.1 persons/dwelling, Slovenia and
Hungary - 2.6, Greece and Czech – 2.5.11 More and
more people live alone in an apartment in Bulgaria;
the number of dwellings occupied by 2 and 3 persons
have also been increasing, while a trend towards deconcentrating of the inhabitants in overcrowded flats
can be identified from the graph – fewer and fewer
flats are occupied by 5, 6, and more persons. (fig.10)
The distribution of the number of rooms in the
dwellings is shown in fig.11, with prevailing 2- and 3room dwellings (33.17% and 31.93%, respectively).
There is a difference between cities/towns and
villages/countryside.
At the end of 2003, the average total area per dwelling
was 63.55 m2. There is a slightly increasing demand
for small dwellings, maybe reflecting the trend
towards fewer children and aging population, a
slightly decreased demand for larger ones, and stable
demand for medium-size ones (30-60 m2).

Construction Period
As fig.13 illustrates, the number of dwellings constructed in Bulgaria before 1919, as well as
during the transition crisis between 1990-2000, is rather small. The majority of the buildings
were constructed between 1945-1980, when the energy price was very law. The latter was the
basis for determination of the initial investment costs and long-run operational costs. Especially
during the first years of the socialism, priority was given to minimizing the initial investment
costs; hence, the insulation quality and sufficiency is doubtful.
The energy prices of the past, however, are not valid nowadays when the liberalization of the
energy market is taking place. In 80% of the existing buildings, there are no thermal insulation
between the unheated basement and the first residential floor or between the unheated attic and
top residential floor. Significant heat losses through external walls or through poor-fitting
windows are also typical for those buildings.12 Let alone that the high efficient compact
fluorescent lamps (CFL) and energy-efficient appliances have not markedly penetrated the
residential sector, especially low-income households.
11
12

EUROSTAT
USAID. pp.18, 19
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This calls for renovation and retrofitting, and this is the case not only in Bulgaria. The first
energy efficiency norms in Europe date back from the late 70’s - 1977 in Slovakia and Germany,
1982 in Poland13, 1976 in Bulgaria, hence one may infer that before 1980 there was no concern
about thermal performance. Dwellings from those early periods up to 1980 comprised about 82%
of the Bulgarian building stock at the end of 2003 (fig.13) and, very similarly, between 73% and
86% of the building stock of the countries with comparable total number of dwellings presented
in fig.14. They have even more buildings from the period up to 1919 than Bulgaria does. But this
is not necessarily worse, as those will sooner go out of exploitation and be demolished.
Construction Materials
As to the build-in capacity of the
dwellings to perform energy efficiently,
stone adobe
bricks
concrete
it is mostly determined by the building
other
3.32% 6.97%
47.65%
elements
construction and envelope.
12.26%
w ood
21.29%
Traditionally, the external walls of the
0.35%
reinforced
bricks/
residential buildings in Bulgaria are
other
concrete
concrete
massiv e
made of bricks and the roofs are
elements
concrete 0.36%
10.15%
56.30%
covered with ceramic tiles. (fig.15)
22.05%
19.30%
This characterizes the majority of the
envelope
construction
buildings as heavy-weight ones,
Source: NSI and EVA. (2001)
capable of accumulating heat.
Buildings with external walls made of
prefabricated elements (the worst insulation) constitute around 22% of the residential building
stock. The shares are similar as regards the construction system (fig.15).
Fig.15. Dwellings by envelope and construction

13

World Energy Council. (Oct 2001). Energy Efficiency Policies and Indicators
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Tenure Structure
What is very typical for Bulgaria is that 96.7% of the dwellings are privately owned and only 3%
are state/municipality owned.14 (fig.16) The tradition of owning the home in Bulgaria makes the
home the least liquid asset, even in cases of extreme poverty. At the same time, this makes the
state feel free of maintenance obligations; it is up to the residents.
The number of dwellings rented out and those occupied by both the owner and the tenant has
been decreasing in favor of more owner-occupied dwellings. The latter represents more than 90%
of the dwelling stock at present. That is, in 90% of the cases the usual tenant-owner dilemma is
not there, which is a good incentive
to improve EP of existing dwellings.
Fig.16. Dwellings by tenure status
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The future of the renting is even more gloom. The rent for a 1-room apartment in the center of
Sofia is 168 €/mth, for a 2-room 230 €/mth, for a 3-room 257 €/mth and if furnished- more than
400 €/mth.16 The rent seems too high relative to the average salary of 145 €/mth/person.
Nevertheless, compared to the huge increase in prices of apartments, the rent increase is
considered to be insignificant. Also, renting out is perceived as low-profit business by the owners
of accommodation, first, because the average return period for a 1 or 2-room apartment bought
and rented out at the current prices would be from 15 to 20 years in the larger cities (until
recently, this period was 10-12 years.) At the same time, if the same amount of money is put into
a bank, it will double in 14 years; even more profitable could be an investment in shares and
bonds. Secondly, increase in rents is a low process as many of the contracts are long-term.17
In other words, the prerequisite to retrofit and reconstruct is there – people own their homes and
would be willing to invest in efficiency improvements, but many cannot afford such undertaking.
This suggests that the state should create economic incentives, such as investment subsidies, soft
loans, tax credit or tax deduction, accelerate depreciation, tax reduction on energy saving
equipment, etc., to make people initiate retrofitting.
The Trend at the Moment
Because of the pending EU accession, having a property in Bulgaria to sell it at a high price after
joining the union is rendered more valuable by Bulgarians. We witnessed the same tendency in
14

NSI and Energy Agency of Plovdiv, (Nov 2003), p.3
UNDP, (2000), World Energy Assessment: Energy and the Challenge of Sustainability, pp.201, 204
16
24 CHASA (18 Aug 2004)
17
TRUD, (21 Aug 2004)
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the 10 new member states before their accession, though there it was more attributable to fear of
prices developing to match the Western European levels and impossibility to buy property
thereafter. In Bulgaria, the majority of the people already possess decent housing. The process of
acquiring more has also been accelerated by, firstly, increased demand on foreigners part,
secondly, simplified investment and documentation process, and thirdly, easy access to mortgage
loans lately. For instance, the money borrowed as housing loans doubled in less than 1 year,
between Nov 2003 and Aug 2004.18 Interest rates vary from 9 to 14%. The demand, stimulated
in such a way, led to the property prices have been rising for the past 2 years. (fig.17)
Fig.17. Average market prices of dwellings, €/m2
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The percentage increase from July to September 2004 was, at the average, 12% but in some areas
it lifted up to 46.6%. (the increase from the beginning of 2004 to Sept 2004 – 25% at the average)
The average price includes the new and luxurious construction as well as the old concrete
elements buildings with increasing depreciation rates and maintenance costs. Without doubt, on
the top of the list are the new residential buildings in Sofia which are sold at a price range
between 600 and 1000 €/m2, while 2 years ago the prices varied between 250 and 300 €/m2.
Despite the lift in property prices, demand is still very high and the construction work is gaining
pace, as illustrated in fig.18 and fig.19.
Fig.18. The current trend in the construction business
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New construction work is
especially intensive in Sofia and
along the coast. Fig.18 shows the
trend in the country since the
beginning of 2002. Between
January and June 2004, the
number of permits issued for
construction
of
residential
buildings is impressive.
Furthermore, dwellings
accomplished during the half of
2004 are already more than 2/3 of
the total dwellings constructed
last year. (fig.19)

The statistics19 reveal that, of all 2 597
dwellings finished in the first 3 months of 2004, only
4.66% were built by the municipalities and the remaining 95.34% were built by privately owned
companies. This raises concerns about insulation sufficiency and quality in general. And
obviously with good reason - the government also recognized the poor quality of some new
buildings as a problem and responded by preparing a new law requiring registration of
18
19

€ 194 mill in Nov 2003, € 368 mill in Aug 2004. TRUD. (25 Sept 2004)
TRUD, (21 Aug 2004)
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Fig.19. Number of dwellings built recently
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Wrap-up
To summarize the essences of the review of the Bulgarian Construction Sector, it seems that the
residential standard, at least when measured by available area per person or by available
dwellings per person, is increasing. No inference can be drawn from that fact as to the indoor
climate quality provided either by the physical features of the houses or by the financial ability of
the reduced number of occupants to maintain the larger areas. Therefore, we needed to evaluate
the former and we are still to evaluate the latter further in the paper. As more than 4/5 of the
dwellings in Bulgaria were built before 80’s, when the energy prices were low and no thermal
regulations on buildings were in place yet, Bulgaria is not an exception to the rest of Europe.
Although about half of the homes have good thermal properties due to their heavy weight,
thickness, and ability to accumulate heat, other features ensuring good indoor conditions
(infiltration, etc.) are not there. Moreover, more than 1/5 of the apartments are of the concreteelement type built in 60’s-70’s. Hence, they provide even worse indoor climate for their
inhabitants. All that indicates that urgent retrofit measures are needed to provide for better
residential conditions in the existing buildings, and hereby – for more sustainable human
development. As regards the new construction which is going on impetuously, proper provisions
in the Building Codes are the best tool to ensure high EP potential.
Energy Intensity Concerns
Fig.20. Energy intensity in selected
countries [Mtoe/bill 1995 US$ PPP]

Source:USAID. (2003)
20
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The Bulgarian economy is eight times more
energy intensive than the European average.
Bulgaria is “one of the most energy intensive
countries in South-Eastern Europe”21 and
obviously in Europe as a whole (fig.20) This is
mostly due to the heavy industry inherited from
the communist years, which were characterized by
perpetual economic growth objective and the
corresponding environmental rapacity. A highly
centralized economic policy gave priority to
heavy industry sectors, which were highly
inefficient in the use of energy and raw materials.

TRUD, (25 Sept 2004)
IPA. (2003). p.88
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The Bulgarian residential sector, however, is not unusually energy-intensive and Bulgaria is not
on the lead of per-capita energy use (fig.21). Per-capita energy use for each country is calculated
by dividing the final consumption net of the generation and distribution losses by the country’s
population size. Accordingly, in regard to annual per-capita electricity use, in 2001 Bulgaria has
been surpassed by Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Czech Republic, and Slovenia in the example in
fig.21a.
Fig.21. Annual per-capita (a.) electricity and (b.) heating consumption in selected countries,
total and in the residential sector, 2001, [KWh/year/cap] for el and [GJ/year/cap] for heating
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Despite this, the residential electricity use in Bulgaria is still quite high and it is due to the past,
and still, relatively low price of electricity, as well as to the widespread use of electricity for
space and water heating and for cooking, and the unavailability of a substitute. But “…the most
wasteful and expensive way [to heat a house] is to use electric resistance heating with the
electricity produced by a coal-fired or NPP”.22 Substitutes, such as building up an efficient gas
distribution net, have to be found, but till then and given the high electricity consumption, energy
efficiency measures are crucial.
As to the annual per-capita heating use illustrated in fig.21b, Bulgaria has been surpassed by
Denmark, Sweden, Hungary, Czech Republic, Slovak Republic, Romania, and Slovenia.
Conclusively, Bulgaria needs improvements in the residential energy efficiency to the same
extend as the other European countries. But we will underline the fact that it needs
improvements, as long as there are countries performing better.
Bulgarian Energy Sector Review
The Energy Mix
An important factor for the end-use energy-efficiency policies in a country is its energy mix, i.e.
the primary energy carriers used to generate final energy. The energy mix, in turn, is determined
22
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by the energy resources available to the country. Bulgaria is poorly endowed with energy
supplies. It has no domestic oil and only small reserves of natural gas in the Black Sea. The most
significant indigenous source is low-quality lignite coal with high sulphur content. Hence,
Bulgaria is highly dependent on import. In 2003, Bulgaria imported a total of 8 444 ktoe primary
energy sources – coal, natural gas, and crude oil.23 Most of the import comes from Russia. For
comparison with the imported, the total domestic supply of primary energy was 10 761 ktoe.
Fig.22. Primary energy sources in
Bulgaria24, 1999-2002, k toe/a
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Fig.22 shows the Bulgarian primary energy sources. Notably, 52.53% of them can be
characterized “CO2-clean”, since 50.8% comes from NPP 25 and 1.73% from hydro plants. Yet,
41.15% comes from coal. (fig.22) For heat and electricity generation Bulgaria relies 47.11% on
nuclear and 42.69% on coal. (fig.23) But if the externalities to the environment are taken into
account then nuclear energy cannot be called sustainable. Therefore, the Bulgarian energy mix is
the first track in the chain of non-sustainability in buildings, as it supplies energy generated by
non-renewable and polluting resources.
A comparison of the fuels used for electricity and heat generation among a number of European
countries is presented in fig.23. In the case of electricity (fig.24a), prevailing is coal as a whole in
the graph. For the countries having NPPs, one of them being Bulgaria, nuclear electricity has the
major share. In the case of heat generation (fig.24b), coal and natural gas are the most frequently
seen fuels. In Bulgaria, the coal holds the biggest share. Those energy sources categorized under
other in both graphs mostly consist of biomass, waste, geothermal, or solar sources, all of them
being alternative, renewable, or in other words - environmental-friendly sources. Unfortunately,
Bulgaria has no entries under other; the only environmental source is a minute hydro capacity.
Conclusively, this is a weakness that should be improved.
This comparison also reveals that the energy mixes are very different across the countries, which
explains the incline towards different energy policies as well as implies that harmonization of
those policies within the EU would be a difficult process.
23
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Fig.24. Total annual electricity and heat production by fuel in selected countries, 2001, %
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Another Aspect of the Bulgarian Energy Policy
“The new Bulgarian government ambitiously plans to establish the country as an energy hub in
south-eastern Europe.”26 Bulgaria generates more electricity than the domestic demand is.
Bulgarian net export of electricity in 2001, for instance, amounted to 6 925 GWh/a or 15.8% of
the total annual electricity production.27 At present, 75% of the cross-border electricity trade on
the Balkan Peninsula is attributable to the Bulgarian export to Romania, Greece, Macedonia,
Albania, and Serbia&Montenegro.
The link between the energy systems of South-Eastern Europe and the Western European
electricity networks (UCTE), canceled during the war in ex-Yugoslavia, has been restores as
from Oct 2004, so this will enable Bulgaria to export to more distant European countries. Italy
has already expressed interest. To enhance its markets, Bulgaria envisions going on the Regional
exchanges in Amsterdam and Leipzig.
Bulgaria relies on the fact that, for the
Fig.25. Electricity prices for households (incl.
time being, its electricity price is lower
tax) in selected countries, 2003-2004, €-ct/kWh
than the average European price (fig.25)
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A decisive factor for the policy of being
electricity net-exporter country is the
availability of one NPP with current
working capacity of 2 880 MWe and a
second NPP under construction with
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NPP Dilemma
Lacking hard currency to buy enough oil and reaching the toleration limit for pollution by coalburning plants, Bulgaria made nuclear power the center of its energy policy in the 80’s. In 1974,
the construction of the first NPP began. It is the largest NPP on the Balkan Peninsula. It consists
of six Russian-designed VVER reactors. Units 1, 2, 3, and 4 (440 MWe each) were
commissioned in 1982, while units 5 and 6 (1000 MWe each) were added in 1987 and 1989
respectively. At that point, Bulgaria ranked 3rd in the world in per capita nuclear power
generation and the extent of its reliance on a sole NPP was unsurpassed in the world.29
However impressive the role of nuclear power in Bulgaria may have been, the problems appeared
even more impressive. The residents still remember the horrible times, when the 5th reactor was
out of order for several months in 1991 and this setback put the entire country on a brownout
schedule that shut off electricity 2 out of every 4 hours. Meanwhile, the problem of nuclear waste
disposal arouse, as in 1991 Russia began charging currency to reprocess waste from East
European reactors - a function formerly agreed upon. Bulgaria therefore requested foreign aid to
build permanent domestic repository for nuclear waste. Furthermore, once Soviet experts left, a
shortage of qualified personnel delayed activation of the 6th reactor, considered a top priority
once second NPP was rejected. Despite the difficulties, in 2002 the NPP facilities produced
47.11% of Bulgaria’s total electricity generation.
International safety concerns have led to a decision on complete closure of the first 4 units.
Reactors 1 and 2 were permanently shut down at the end of 2002. Safety upgrades have been
regularly made in reactors 3 and 4 since the early 90’s. Nonetheless, those reactors are also
subjects to closure by the end of 2006.30 This government decision was announced in 2002, as a
response to one of the many EU requirements for Bulgaria’s accession in the Union. According
to later information,31 however, the closure will most likely happen between 2008 and 2010 so
Bulgaria will enjoy the abundance of electricity for a bit longer.
In June 2003, the Bulgarian Energy Ministry announced that the construction of the second NPP
would resume in 2004. The construction of the facility had been initiated in the late 80’s to help
Bulgaria cope with the energy supplies dependency. In 1989 Soviet imports supplied Bulgaria
with 95% coal, 90% crude oil, and 100% natural gas, and after the collapse of the communist
system Bulgaria has had to pay in hard currency at world market prices. Moreover, its supplies
have become less reliable.32 But the construction was suspended in 1990 due to lack of funds,
after about $1.5 billion had been expended. Later on, the Government stated that they had
permanently abandoned its completion. The Chernobyl disaster in 1986, public opposition which
had become a significant factor for policy makers after the fall of communist regime in 1989, and
disclosure that both NPPs were located in earthquake-prone regions contributed to this decision
as well. The latest decision of 2003, however, shows that those facts went into oblivion. The new
station is planned to begin operating around 2008, after absorbing €1 billion additional
investment. It will be built by Canadian and Japanese companies.33
The tilt to NPPs depends on the country’s perceived balance between NPP threats and potential
adverse impacts of climate change, as well as the availability and applicability of other options,
e.g. RES, natural gas, etc. Yet, the negative externalities and the other disadvantages of NPP
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should be more seriously taken into account by the Bulgarian policy-makers. The NPPs certainly
outperform RES in one aspect. For nuclear, technical potential is immense, while active solar and
hydropower technologies have 0.1, i.e. they can cover 1/10 of our current energy use, wind – 1.5,
geothermal – 12.3, biomass – only 0.7.34 This is the situation at current technological state-of-theart, when RES are still relatively inefficient and expensive, but taking a long-run perspective with
concerns for negative environmental impact and increasing resource scarcity requires that priority
be given to RES rather than to nuclear power.
The Energy Sector Reform
Nowadays, Bulgaria is attempting to adapt its energy sector to the EU competition rules and the
requirements of the internal energy market. In line with this, all government subsidies for the
power generation were gradually eliminated by the end of 1999 and a process of price
liberalization began in 1997.35 But the externalities still remain to be internalized. Market
restructuring started in 2000 by division of National Electricity Company (NEK), which had full
monopoly over all energy operations. NEK is now a grid operator, playing the role of both single
buyer of electricity from six independent power generators (incl. NPP), and the only supplier of
electricity to seven state-owned distribution companies. There are also a small number of
independent producers, such as municipally owned district heating plants, which generate 14% of
the electricity. The new legislation also allowed for access of other companies in the transmission
and distribution networks for electricity.
Albeit this, the privatization of the state-owned industry has been moving slowly until this
summer when it receive a new impetus. The seven state-owned electricity distributors are to be
sold to three foreign candidates, the Czech state el-company, the Austrian EVN AG, and the
German E.ON.36 Although electricity supply and distribution will become a private business, the
Energy Minister assured the general public that the domestic price would not be increased.
Ironically, this statement came in the middle of an on-going price increase reform.
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According to the National Energy Strategy, Bulgaria
has to move in stages towards Long Run Marginal Cost
(LRMC), which is found to be 4.6 €-ct (excl. VAT), in
order for the electricity price to reflect the cost. Since
the beginning of the reform, the tariff evolution has

Fig.26. Household electricity tariff
evolution (excl.VAT), €-ct/kWh
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Electricity Pricing
From its communist past, Bulgaria inherited not only a
strongly nuclear-oriented energy policy but also a
wrong energy price policy. A government failure set up
the energy generation as a monopoly business. Heavily
subsidized by the state, electricity used to be sold to the
national grid below costs, which in turn did not create
any incentive for the consumers to be economical.

Source: IPA. (2003)
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been developing in the following way (also fig.26):
July 2000 – average 3.11 €-ct/kWh (excl VAT)
January 2001 – industrial tariffs equalized with household tariffs
January, and then July 2002 – 20% increase of el price and division into consumption level
tariffs, namely:
- up to 75 kWh during the day – 5 €-ct/kWh
- above 75 kWh during the day – 7.82 €-ct/kWh
- up to 50 kWh nighttime – 2.7 €-ct/kWh
- above 50 kWh nighttime – 4.19 €-ct/kWh
July 2003 – 10% increase of price, but not for the daytime tariff up to 75 kWh; weighted
average household tariff - 4.2 €-ct/kWh (excl. VAT)
July 2004 – 5% increase in price
July 2005 – planned 2% increase in price, so that it becomes 4.6 €-ct/kWh excl.VAT or 5.52
€-ct/kWh incl.VAT (LRMC).
Apparently, domestic tariffs have been increased by 200% since the beginning of the reform. The
majority of the households have 2-scale electricity meters, but they are old and tend to record
under-consumption. Despite this, only 25% of the households do not exceed the lower level
tariff.37
District Heating Pricing
Heating price subsidies for household consumers are being phased out and replaced by social
support for specific groups of needy customers. A two-component price for district heating has
been adopted in the district heating, the two components being a fixed price for capacity based on
volume and a price for energy consumed. The tariff for consumed heating evolved as follows:
In 1999 – 16.62 €/MWh (incl.VAT)
January 2000 – 12% increase to 18.62 €/MWh
October 2001 – 10% increase to 20.48 €/MWh
May 2002 – 2 tariffs were adopted, namely:
- up to 250 kWh/mth – 17.41 €/MWh
- above 250 kWh/mth – 19.4 €/MWh
July 2004 – 12% increase – 19.5 €/MWh and 21.73 €/MWh
A low-income household has to keep its consumption below 250 kWh/mth to qualify for the
lower tariff. A typical household uses around 1100 kWh/mth and pays 1.1x19.5=21.45 €/mth or
107.25 €/year (5-month heating period). To relate this number to the standard of living, the min
wage per month is 61 € and the max heat allowance per month is 20.45 €/household.
Additionally, consumers in Sofia are charged a yearly capacity fee of 28.8 €-ct/m3 of heating
space regardless of the actual heat consumption.
Energy Losses
Losses must be dealt with as users are charged for them, which increases households energy bills.
The types of the losses and their magnitude in the electricity sector are listed in fig.27. Nontechnical, or trade, losses are due mainly to electricity theft. The non-payment rate is, on the
average, 18% but could be as high as 43% in the winter. Most of the households pay in the
37
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subsequent months, so it doesn’t result in immediate electricity disconnection.
Fig.27. Efficiency of electricity distribution (2002 data)
losses
non-technical non-collection rate
9%
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technical
14%

yearly average

operational
efficiency
63%

losses per kWh produced
in €-ct
in %
1.74
37%

effective tariff
in €-ct
2.965

Source: IPA. (2003)

As to the heating energy, on the average 24% (varying from 16% in Sofia to 32% in other
regions) of the generated heat energy is lost, but is included in the bills.38 This is the fraction
produced but not delivered to the final users because of the old distribution net. Additionally,
there are heat losses in the buildings and are also paid for by the users.
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Attention should be
paid to the fact that in
comparison with other
European
countries,
Bulgaria is one of the
least efficient in this
sense when it comes to
electricity distribution,
and has quite high
heating losses, too.
(fig.28)

Including Negative Environmental Externalities into the Prices of Energy
As mentioned earlier, energy prices provide the major incentive for energy efficiency
improvements. The prices give signals to the consumers and, accordingly, the latter change their
behavior or acquire energy efficient equipment. In order to give right signals, the negative effects
of energy use to the environment should be taken into account when the energy price is
determined. This is done by so-called internalizing externalities, usually in the form of taxes. In
Bulgaria, energy price does not cover even the costs, and apart from VAT, other taxes are not
currently levied on energy and distinction between renewable and non-renewable sources is not
made. But introducing “green” taxes at some point in the future is anticipated.
A role model country could be Denmark, where there is an environmental tax representing 9% of
the electricity price. Or Germany, where in 1999, the government introduced an eco-tax as a
component of the energy prices (2.05 €-ct/kWh in 2003). It has been estimated that the eco-tax
would reduce CO2 emissions by 2 to 3% (10 Mt) by 2005.39 The eco-tax has been gradually
raised, for electricity for example - by 0.26 €ct/kWh every year.40 The Community framework for
the taxation of energy products and electricity provided by Council Directive 2003/96/EC should
also become the footing for energy taxation in Bulgaria if it is to become a member.
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Wrap-up
To sum up the review of the energy sector, the energy mix can be characterized as nonenvironmental, since it is dominated by coal and nuclear power generation. Apart from the 1.73%
primary energy from hydro power (7% for electricity generation), the share of other RES
currently in use is negligibly small (0.4%). This is owing to the lack of governmental legal
support and subsidies. More explicit RES strategy is needed to make RES less expensive, and
hence, more attractive to the consumers in Bulgaria, as is the case in the most EU countries.
But instead of focusing on RES, the government favors electricity. A second NPP is under way
and the electricity export increases by year. Bulgaria already has more capacity than the domestic
demand is and the new NPP will neutralize the effect of closing down the old units so the
electricity generation will remain at the same level. This implies that the high electricity use will
continue in the future, which calls at least for implementation of energy efficiency measures.
Another economic malfunction of the past that is being changed now, along with the on-going
privatization in the sector, is the energy price policy. Prices are the driving force for less energy
consumption. But the high losses unnecessarily add on the price. This problem requires supplyside energy efficiency improvement because this is a surcharge which the users cannot willfully
change by energy-efficiency measures on their part. More equitable would be to include an ecotax as a price component. This would act to boost savings and at the same time to distinguish
between RES and conventional polluting sources.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY MEASURES
Even the current low energy price level, however, is too high for some groups. Socio-economic
measures are then needed not only to induce optimal economical occupants’ behavior where
possible but also to cancel out the effect of increasing energy unaffordability on the already
economical citizens. There are still subsidies in a form of social tariff and heat allowances in
Bulgaria, supposed to work in an opposite direction of energy saving, but in the following part
we will make evident that they are so insufficient that they do not really affect behavior.
Forces to Save Energy
Energy Consumption in Relation to Energy Expenditure
The energy sector is going through a restructuring including regular tariff increases, which in turn
is increasing the energy spending of the citizens. The strongest impact falls on low-income
groups. A quotation from an interview with a Bulgarian citizen in 1997: ” For some time now, we
have been using our electric water heater as little as 1-2 times per month. Since January 1997 we
have also stopped using our electric cooker having switched to wood instead”.41 That is not an
acceptable way to achieve energy efficiency.
One solution could be providing a cheaper alternative to electricity for the poor. But in Bulgaria,
there is no network gas yet. Moreover, only about 12% of the population has access to district
41
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heating42 as it is a feature in the large cities mainly. The poor in other urban areas than Sofia rely
heavily on electricity and have been hit particularly hard by the tariff reform. Apparently, many
households have no alternative to electricity for heating. In the rural regions increase in wood and
coal use is observed during the winter.
It turns out that energy is one of the highest costs facing not only the low-income households in
Bulgaria but also the better-off households. For the percentage spending on energy refer to fig.29.
The poor spend 11.19% of their disposable income on energy, second only to food (72.32%),
whilst non-poor spend 9.49% on energy and 68.54% on food.
Fig.29. Expenditure budget shares by poor/non-poor, 1997, %
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One of the reasons
for the high energy
expenses is the low
energy efficiency of
residential buildings.
The 1.2 million
inhabitants of Sofia
use twice as mush
energy for heating as
the average Western
Europeans.43

Electricity accounts for 40% of average household energy consumption but it absorbs 65.38% of
the household total energy spending. (fig.30 and fig.31) Owing to the abolishment of the
subsidies for coal, a shift away from coal-briquettes and coal has occurred lately. But this led to
higher wood consumption. It has been reported that, in some occasions, poor who live in
apartment buildings also use wood and briquettes. A survey revealed also that the majority of the
households cannot afford to purchase energy efficient appliances. Finally, people are generally
skeptical about the positive effect of relatively cheap measures on the energy bill, so they do not
easily invest in such measures.44 This fact underlines the importance of energy efficiency
measures embedded during the design stage.
Fig.30. Households’ energy consumption by fuel type,
2000 and 2002, in %
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This analysis of the household consumption and expenditure on energy revealed that the low
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energy prices in Bulgaria appear relatively very high for the majority of the population, and
conclusively, prices are forces to save that sometimes are incompatible with the objective of
sustainable human development. Therefore, it was set in the 1999 Energy and Energy Efficiency
Act as a national policy to assist those vulnerable groups to cope with the raising residential
energy prices. We will argue in the following that the currently used types of assistance are either
poorly targeted, or inadequate - i.e. inefficient in mitigating the hardship.
Cross-Subsidies
Maintaining a lower, “social” tariff, as is the case for electricity and heating in Bulgaria, means
that for certain customers to be able to pay below market price there must cross subsidizing by
customers who use more electricity and pay the higher tariff. However, social tariffs have too low
threshold and it is therefore hard to maintain consumption below it. Just using a typical electric
stove consumes 81 kWh/mth while the threshold is 75 kWh/mth. In addition, the tariff does not
target the poor well, as wealthy citizens could also maintain their consumption at a low level,
especially being able to afford energy-efficient appliances and good apartment insulation.
Moreover, until January 2001 Bulgaria used to have lower residential than industrial tariff. That
is, the residential tariffs were cross-subsided by the industrial tariffs.
Cross-subsidies, like any subsidies generally, are viewed by economists as market distorting and
are thus not favored. Instead, economists recommend social assistance in other forms. Now that
the industry-domestic cross-subsidy has been annulled, abolishment of the social tariffs is
planned once the price adjustment is completed in 2005.45 Therefore, the poor cannot rely long on
the social tariff. Ensuring energy-efficient homes could be a way to maintain low energy bills.
Social Assistance for Energy
Social assistance to the poorest is known as Guaranteed Minimum Income (GMI) and is
20€/month/adult. That is to say, a person who lives alone and has no income will be paid 20€; if
his/her income is lower than that then he/she is paid the difference up to 20€. Thus, the state
guarantees that this person will have 20€/month to live on, i.e. 0.61$/day, which is even below
the World Bank’s 1$/day poverty line. Therefore, the social assistance in Bulgaria is insufficient
to mitigate the hardship.
The Bulgarian social assistance system has been classified as ‘irrelevant’46 for other reasons as
well - poor targeting, few recipients, and the transfers being a non-significant contributor to
recipient’s income. Only 10% of the poor are covered. Next, 2.5% of the population receives
assistance, of which only 8% are poor. The amount of assistance is also very small and covers
only 4% of the expenditures of the recipients. Many households in need receive the assistance
payments late, or don’t get them paid in full, or don’t receive them at all, especially outside the
capital city, due to funding deficit in the local municipalities. Hence, Bulgaria closed only 4% of
the poverty gap by social schemes, due to their low spending and high targeting inefficiency.47
Apart from GMI program, there are social benefits such as unemployment compensations,
pensions, and child allowances and maternity leave.
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Finally, an energy social safety net also exists in Bulgaria. This is the so-called Winter
Supplement Program (WSP), under which eligible for assistance households are provided help in
paying their energy bills. The program was established in 1996-1997 heating season and funded
by the EU. In 1998-1999, the Ministry of Labor and Social Policy (MLSP) took over the program
responsibility and fund-rising. In 2001, 2% of the total government spending on social protection
was distributed under WSP. The heating season is determined to run from 1 Nov to 31 March.
The WSP gradually expanded, covering 19% of the Bulgarian families in 1998-1999 heating
season, 19.4 % in 1999-2000, 19.82% in 2000-2001, 21.5% in 2001-2001, and 24% in 20022003, and this percentage is expected to increase as a result of slightly relaxed eligibility criteria
and program expansion. Payments go directly to the fuel suppliers to avoid misuse of the money
by the families and non-payment to suppliers. Families using coal or wood for heating receive an
assistance vouchers at the amount of 76.7 €/a.
However, like the other forms of social assistance, this program is also “…under-funded and
covers up to 70% of the heating cost for typical low-income households”.48 The eligibility criteria
are GMI-related. A maximum amount of 20 €/mth is available to every low-income family, but if
a family has a lower than 20 € heating bill the amount paid is up to the real consumption.49 At
first glance, it implies encouraging more consumption till the max assistance amount is reached.
In reality, though, even the most economical families exceed the 20€-worth of power
consumption. Conclusively, the WSP provides insufficient help to the poor. Furthermore, the
WSP encounters problems with corruption and inefficiency of targeting as well. As a result,
many eligible families do not receive heating assistance, while many ineligible families do
receive it. Related problems are poor metering, inaccurate meter reading, miscalculated utility
bills, etc.
Toleration of Non-Payment
Another problem in Bulgaria is the high non-payment rate of utility bills. Industry is the largest
non-payment sector. In the residential sector, the Roma population (gypsies) is the problematic
group. Generally, there is a policy of cutoff following nonpayment, although in some cases, a
special equipment to limit available to the dwelling power can be installed or a prepayment of the
power might be required. But all in all, it is a very sensitive social issue and the toleration so far
has been high, especially in the district heating sector. The Ministry usually recognizes the bills
as unrecoverable and opens new accounts for the new heating season. This toleration is
equivalent to a subsidy, but there are no evidences to suggest that such subsidy benefits the poor.
Many middle-class households do not pay too, thus, toleration of non-payment is a poorly
targeted subsidy. The subsidy will not sustain when the utilities get privatized soon. This points
once again to the superiority of energy efficiency measures.
Incentives to Save Energy
On the national level, there has been developed a National Energy Saving Plan that includes both
standards with enforcement and households financial incentives to conserve energy. But the plan
has not been implemented owing to a lack of funding and legal authority. There are some NGOs,
such as EnEffect and Sofena, which are active in addressing energy efficiency. Finally, in the
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private sector, Bulgarian banks do not normally finance energy efficiency projects. They regard
the residential energy efficiency projects as high-risk low-return investments. After the economic
crash in 1997, the government instituted a law to dissuade investment, requiring banks to insist
on 200% collateral for loans.50 The existing environmental protection funds in Bulgaria do not
prioritize energy efficiency measures either.51 Hence, there is a need for establishing funds
providing soft loans for energy efficiency projects and renewable energy use.
The first steps have been done, though. In 2003, the World Bank and the Global Environmental
Fund allocated $10 mill for creating Energy Efficiency Fund in Bulgaria. The fund will start
functioning in 2005 with 17 mill $ ($10 mill from World Bank, $5.5 mil from external sponsors,
one-time grant of $1.5 mill from the Bulgarian government.) The fund will work towards
decreasing the energy expense of the final user by financially stimulating energy efficiency
measures. Private projects will take priority. A residential strategy for renovation of the old
building stock has already been worked out and, among other things, it provides for exemption
from taxes of fully renovated existing buildings for a period of 5-10 years. The total investment
in energy efficiency in the next 10 years would be €2.46 bill. Subsidizing is meant when it comes
to public sector activities and loans - for the private sector.52
Those are evidences for attempts to improve the energy efficiency in the Bulgarian residential
sector, but to date, there are no governmental low-income energy efficiency programs in
Bulgaria. To my best knowledge, there was only one-time distribution of energy-efficient CFLs
to low-income families. In 1998, MLSP distributed 535 446 CFLs to low-income families over 2year period. Finances were provided by WSP funds.53 There are no plans for continuing the
program.
While the wealthier citizens could be motivated to make their houses more energy efficient by
soft loans for example, the poor might not be able to afford even such loans. This determines the
importance of the low-income programs. Admittedly, the poor do not consume so much and they
constitute only 14% of the population, but an all-round efficiency strategy should utilize all
opportunities to save. Besides, energy-efficiency programs that target low-income families are a
better tool to assist those families because they can be better targeted to the poor than the social
tariffs which often benefit middle-income class. Next, social tariffs are applicable only in case of
a network energy supply, such as electricity or district heating. However, the majority of the poor
in the rural areas use coal and wood whose prices vary from transaction to transaction and also
increase. In this way, since the poor have less access to network energy carriers, they will benefit
less from the social tariffs. A subsidy for coal and wood would result in a better targeting of the
poor. Another advantage of low-income energy-efficiency programs is that they only need to
provide benefits once, unlike heat allowances or social tariffs which need to be paid continuously
and require always available budget. For example, windows caulking might cost €10 in a
household, but will reduce annual heating bills by more than €10. Consequently, this one-time
investment will reduce the annual fuel assistance payments by more than €10. Therefore, such
low-income energy-efficiency programs must be initiated in Bulgaria.
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Recommendations
A more efficient, less expensive heating alternative to electricity should be found for the smaller
urban places where electricity is a dominating means to meet the heating needs. In the short term,
however, we consider energy efficiency improvement in the houses to be the most cost-efficient
option for assisting poor families with their energy expenditures. We would recommend that lowincome energy efficiency policies are urgently designed and are properly targeted to the poor
households. Such programs must be carried out along with the social tariffs and energy assistance
payments, the latter two of which should be gradually reduced as the efficiency measures reduce
the low-income household costs.
It is recommendable that Bulgarian utilities become more active in providing energy efficient
service, establish investment funds capitalized through energy surcharges (tax on energy sales
that goes to the energy fund, not to the government budget), and use those funds to provide both
short-term low-cost measures (window sealing, foil behind radiators, Heat Cost Allocators
(HCAs) and Thermostatic Radiator Valves (TRVs)) for free to the low-income households and
soft loans for the longer-term higher-cost measures (wall and concrete slabs insulation, etc.)
Establishing an energy labels in Bulgaria could also help improving the overall energy efficiency
in the residential sector over longer time.

TECHNICAL ENERGY EFFICIENCY MEASURES
As mentioned above, financial incentives and funds could provide for implementing a number of
technical measures to improve the EP of the Bulgarian residential buildings. Fig.20 shows what
the investment needed to apply those measures nation-wide would be, as well as the payback
periods, net present values and return rates, and the CO2 reduction. For instance, if all lamps in
the residential buildings in Bulgaria were replaced by CFLs, then the reader could trace the
different consequences in the table.
Fig.31. Impact of different energy efficiency measures if applied on a nation-wide scale
measure
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Low-Cost Measures
A number of low-cost residential energy-efficiency measures could be suggested, for instance:
fitting of spring door closers to all external doors, sealing the leakages of the windows, replacing
the existing single pane windows with double pane glazing. Those measures will improve the
energy performance of the urban buildings, where electricity and district heating are the main
energy sources. Sealing windows, for instance, seems the most effective one-163% rate of return,
requires relatively low investment, and has short payback period of 1 heating season. (fig.31)
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Insulation
The energy losses in a non-insulated building are distributed approximately like that:
25-30% through the roof;
35% through the walls;
15% through floor slabs, external doors, and windows.
Evidently, good thermal insulation is crucial for achieving less energy consumption in buildings.
Good insulation also ensures good indoor climate for the occupants. Last but not least, good
insulation prolongs the lifetime of the building and decreases the maintenance costs.
Yet, a much larger investment is needed to insulate internal or external walls, and the return rate
is smaller, as fig.20 suggests. In other words, this is a long-term measure. But it is worthwhile, as
the most of the heat leaks through the walls, as mentioned above; hence, their insulation has the
highest saving potential. Many families have undertaken wall insulation of their apartments,
which is visible on the walls of the apartment buildings, but the largest effect could be achieved
when the whole enclosing structure of the building is insulated externally. Insulating walls
externally, however, is more expensive than internally, but does not require reparation of the
dwelling and prevents the freezing of condensed water in the brick walls. Insulation of roofs and
concrete slabs between the first floor and the unheated basement is also recommendable. Those
approaches avoid the need to repair apartments.
Some of the obstacles to wall insulation in Bulgaria are that:
People don’t generally believe that those measures will produce savings effect. Therefore,
more information dissemination and environmental education of the general public is needed;
Families cannot afford up-front cost of the insulation. The cost could end up at as mush as
30% of the apartment’s value.
Even if some families believe in the saving potential of insulation and insulate their
dwellings, the best effect is achieved when all residents agree on overall insulation of the external
shell of the building. Such an agreement is hard to achieve given the unequal financial status of
the occupants and their different visions of the environment. Therefore, programs to finance
energy efficiency measures should be developed.
In Sofia, a UNDP pilot project has recently been announced to be launched in September 2004 to
facilitate this necessity of renovation and insulation improvement of the many apartment
buildings made of prefabricated concrete elements. The UNDP project will provide financial
assistance at the (total) amount of €21 000. The same amount has been allocated by the local
municipality. Close to half a million of the capital’s citizens live in approximately 2800 concrete
element buildings. With the help of the project, every such building will be issued a passport,
prescribing urgent as well as long-term improvements. In this way, “…the residents will know
how much money to put aside for maintenance of their homes.”54 Experts estimate the cost of
thermal insulation per m2 to be between 30 and 45 Euro. The latter will cover the complete range
of retrofit measures - change of windows, building’s installations, and pipelines. To qualify for
state or other kind of help, however, all the inhabitants of a building shall accept to do retrofit.
Such agreement is hard to achieve, as many families cannot afford improvements. It is impossible
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to only target the poor for financial assistance because information is unavailable on the socioeconomic composition of the apartment building’ occupants.
Finally, under the current law, any improvements will lead to higher property taxes which
will cancel out a fraction of the energy saving. For example, air conditioning will bring about an
additional 6%, energy-efficient windows will add 4%, and wall insulation will result in 3%
increase of the tax value of the dwelling. A property tax of 1.5% and a garbage tax of 3% are
levied on this additional value, too. This acts discouraging to the people; the tax law needs to
become supporting to the energy-efficiency efforts.
There is a nascent insulation market, but it mostly involves well-off residents and newly erected
buildings. Areas for improvements are creating incentives and support for the low-income
residents, as well as control over the implementation of energy efficiency measures in the new
buildings. Although they are required to have certain level of insulation, how this is achieved is
up to the builders. There is no governmental enforcement and control. Especially in Sofia and the
big cities, where people have been relocating on the ground of high unemployment in the
countryside (14-15% compared to 3-4 % in Sofia), creating a high demand for housing. Grabbing
the opportunity, the entrepreneurs just build at the lowest possible cost and sell quickly.
Metering
Electricity Metering
Nearly all households in Bulgaria are equipped with a meter. There are around 4 bill el-meters in
Bulgaria, more than 1 million (26%) of which are 1-tariff, so those households cannot make use
of the social tariff. But the electricity utilities are due to install a 2-tariff meter at their expense if
a household applies for such a meter.55 Admittedly, even many of the 2-tariff meters are old and
can easily be stopped or tampered, so the utilities should be obligated by law to also change those
at their expense.
Water Metering
Individual meters for hot and cold water have been compulsory since 2001 and are now present
in every dwelling. A meter in the building measures the overall building consumption and if a
difference is detected the excess amount is divided among the households. There is a strong
economic incentive to install meters, as the non-compliers are charged at a fixed rate six times
higher than a typical water bill.
District Heating Metering
The German experience shows that individual heat metering is one of the most efficient
conservation measures. Heat consumption metering for individual households has been
mandatory in the Western Germany since 1981. In 1996, individual metering was imposed in the
New Eastern States, which led to 15% energy savings in heating.56 In Bulgaria, heating bills used
to be based on the cubic meters of the apartment space instead of the real consumption.
As of mid-2003, all households are required by law to install HCAs and TRVs on the radiators in
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use. The TRVs allow families to regulate the heat produced by each radiator, thus to save energy
and decrease bills. The families also choose how many radiators will be put in use, i.e. how may
cubic meters will be heated. HCAs measure the relative heat consumption of a single radiator, so
the bill reflects the actual household consumption. The charge is calculated on the basis of
households relative share of the overall building’s heat consumption, not on the basis of
measurable heat units. So as a prerequisite, there must be a “master” meter installed in the
basement to measure the building total consumption and the individual radiators must be fitted
with identical HCA models. The installation of HCAs and TRVs is expected to generate average
savings of 12% and will have about 40% return rate in Bulgaria (fig.20). Compliance rate at the
moment is at 90%. Non-compliance penalties have not been enforced yet. Each household has to
pay for its own HCA and TRV, whose price is €30-35 per radiator. Installment loans are
available to families, so this contributed to the high compliance rate. But there is still insufficient
funding to administer the installation program. Very rarely have some installing companies been
reported to free distribute HCAs to low-income families, and this was done as a part of their
marketing campaigns to boost their sales and profit. There are evidences that, before the HCA
and TRV become obligatory, low-income families received free devices, but in the lack of
incentives and/or force those devices had been laying in the drawers instead of being installed on
the radiators. This points to the low environmental awareness and education of the Bulgarians
and implies that economic incentives or legal requirement are a more effective way towards
ensuring energy efficiency. Also, the negative price effect on household income will be partly
canceled out by the metering and valve installation, but a word of caution should be said here.
Those devices will allow people to turn down or totally switch off their radiators if they render
that they would not be able to meet the expenses. But this would be at odds with the objective of
improving the living standards. So the technical measures would not produce the desired effect if
implemented in isolation. They should be parts and parcels of a thorough energy efficiency
strategy in the residential sector, along with the socio-economic measures and the normative
regulations.

BUILDING NORMS AND REGULATIONS
Bulgarian building legislation must be harmonized with the EU legislation upon country’s
accession in the EU in 2007. To this end, new regulations are being worked on, so that we meet
the requirements of the EU EPB Directive. It has to enter in force in the member states in 2006.
Therefore, the work on implementation even in the most advanced countries is still going on and
this is a new area where no full information is available. To date, only Greece claims to have
developed its new Building Codes entirely complying with the EDP Directive (unfortunately, not
available in English yet.) This is indicative of the fact that in countries with longer and wellestablished practices, such as Germany or France, the process of adopting the EU guidelines will
be slower and more debated, while countries with weak traditions in the area of energy
regulations for buildings, as Greece is, can easily adapt the more uniform EU approach. In this
sense, the adoption of the EDP Directive in Bulgaria should encounter less difficulty as well.
The EU Directive 2002/91/EC (of 16 Dec 2002) on the Energy Performance of Buildings
As a departure point, a common platform for the EU member states’ national regulations in
regard to energy efficiency in buildings is provided by Directive 2002/91/EC on the Energy
Performance of Buildings (EPB Directive.)
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The Scope of the EPB Directive
The EU objective is to improve the efficiency of buildings in a cost-effective manner, depending
on the local climatic conditions, and taking into account the indoor comfort as well. In particular,
the EPB Directive:
provides guidelines for a methodology of calculation of the integrated energy performance
of buildings (Art.3 & Annex.) The calculation methods themselves have to be developed on
national levels;
calls for adoption of minimum requirements on the energy performance of new buildings
(Art.4 & 5) and large existing buildings which are to undergo a major renovation (Art.6);
demands energy certification of buildings, mainly as a means of information (Art.7);
and requires regular inspections of boilers and air-conditioning systems (Art.8 & 9).
Out of Focus
There are not enough provisions for the existing buildings, although they have the largest
conservation potential - “…within the time horizon of the Kyoto protocol (2008-2012), the
existing building stock will be responsible of most of the energy consumption and CO2
emissions”.57 Consequently, “…the main saving potential lies in insulation of the existing
building stock”.58 Outside the scope of the EPB Directive are also quality control and conformity
between calculated and actual EP.
Current Situation in Bulgaria in Regard to Building Regulations
The existing normative documents that regulate the energy consumption in buildings are:
“Requirements on construction materials”
“Norms for design of heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning installations” (HVAC) in
place since 1986. Apparently, they are outdated, not keeping up pace with the advances in
technology, include neither contemporary heating systems and their management nor new criteria
for design of ventilation systems.
“Norms for design of building thermal insulation”59, issued in 1976 and subsequently
amended in 1979, 1986, and 1999. Subjects of theoretical thermal checks are the following
construction elements when they separate inhabited premises from the outside ambient or from
non-heated indoor spaces:
- exterior walls;
- windows and entrance doors;
- roofs and top slabs (if the attic is not heated);
- floor slabs lying on the ground, or above non-heated basements, or of extending parts in
touch with the outside air.
The norms are compulsory for new buildings, extensions of existing buildings, as well as for
façade elements in case of retrofit or reconstruction. The designer has the options of taking the
thermal characteristics of the construction materials either from norms as a default values or from
technical specifications given by the producer.
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One way to check the building envelope on thermal transmittance is to calculate the thermal
resistance of each element. The purpose is to ensure that each element meets the standards. This
is done by calculating the coefficient of thermal conductivity (known as U-value and still k in
Bulgaria) according to the formula:
U=1/R
[W/m2Co]
where R is the thermal resistance of each element.
R, in turn, can be found by the formula:
R=1/αint + Σ(d/λ) +1/αext [m2Co/W]
where αint and αext are coefficients for thermal conductivity of the inner and, respectively, the
outer surface of the construction element and are default values, d is the thickness of the material
layer, and λ is a coefficient for thermal conductivity of the material. The Σ-sign indicates the case
of a non-homogeneous element, i.e. one made of a number of materials.
The norms define Umax, which must not be exceeded by the U-value of each element, i.e
Umax > U
Thermal bridges are also treated in the norms (check of the temperature on the inner surface), as
is the condensation on the inner surface of the enclosing building elements.
Alternatively, the total coefficient of thermal conductivity of the building as a whole can be
determined as a ratio of the total area A of the enclosing elements listed earlier to the volume V
enclosed by those elements, namely:
km=A/V
[W/m2Co]
In the detailed variant of the formula, the coefficients of the thermal conductivity of each type of
elements are included, as well as the geographic orientation of the elements (N,S,E,W), but not
walls contiguous to neighboring buildings.
The norms specify km, max which must not be exceeded.
Furthermore, the overheating during the summer is also regulated in the norms. The transparent
elements should be designed in such a way that the calculated gwf must not exceed (gwf)max
specified in the norms. Herein, f is calculated as the ratio of the area of glazed fraction of the
vertical enclosing elements to the area of the whole enclosing walls incl. windows and gw
indicates the fraction of the energy penetrating into the premises through the transparent elements
(considering also the softening effect of shading devices stipulated in the project, if any) and is
assigned default values according to the type of glazing. The default values are the least
favorable; if proven by a particular element’s technical specifications, other values could be used.
Also, (gwf)max should be raised by 25% in case of North orientation or over-shading by a close
building, tree, etc.
Finally, the enclosing constructions of heated premises with air humidity 50% and above have to
undergo a theoretical humidity-tightness test. Those elements with thermal insulation on the outer
side are excluded, though. Depending on the local rainfall and wind conditions, constructions
might need to be checked for sufficient insulation against torrents or oblique rain.
Grounds for Revising the Current Regulations
Apart from conforming to the EU EPB Directive and accounting for the advances in technology,
there are some more reasons for why Bulgarian regulations should be amended.
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Firstly, all building norms listed above do not refer to existing standards. As a result of
globalization and development of a common European market, a number of European standards
were adopted in the newly updated Bulgarian National Standards (BDS.) The new regulations are
to refer to BDS, after which BDS will become mandatory in the building design.
Secondly, the Bulgarian norms are based on element’s thermal characteristics for the time being.
But achieving more energy efficient buildings requires integrated approach incorporating more
variables, e.g. local climatic conditions, the type heating and ventilation systems, etc.
Expected Improvements
The Energy Efficiency Law from March 2004 refers to 3 normative documents still in
preparation, namely:
Ordinance on energy parameters of buildings,
Buildings Certification Ordinance, and
Ordinance on EP methodology.
At the time of writing this paper, those three new regulations were in process of developing on
expert level and no access to the drafts was available for the general public. It was only released
in the media60 that in the new regulations:
the European standards (CEN,) and EN832 in particular, will be adopted;
Change of the existing symbols designating heat conductivity in accordance with the
European U-values (e.g. for windows’ heat transmittance: from kF to Uw);
EPmax output will be up to the designer’s taste- either primary energy needed for heating, or
final energy, or net energy;
Shift from U-values towards more integrated methods with more parameters, but for small
residential building a simpler procedure will be developed;
Control of EP will be within the duties of the building construction control authorities.
Assessment of energy efficiency will be mandatory for all new and renovated old buildings and
will be part of the documentation needed to get exploitation permit for the building;
For renovation of old buildings, the procedure will follow this pattern: audit will be made to
evaluate the current EP, appropriate energy efficiency measures will be “prescribed”, after the
implementation of which a new audit will be made to compare the before- and after-renovation
EP of the building. No mandatory retrofit of the concrete element buildings, just desirable;
Registration of the firms offering building materials and those offering construction services
in order to avoid the mistakes made in the past in regard to energy accountancy in buildings.
Materials should meet the European standards, their origin and quality will be controlled;
Certification only of state and public buildings with total useful area more than 1000 m2 will
be mandatory.
What is known in fact, however, is that in the very new Energy Efficiency Law (in force since
March 2004) the criteria for certification of buildings already departure from the requirements of
the EPB Directive. This discrepancy is also evident from the last point in the list of intended
clauses in the Ordinances-to-be. In particular, the low and the Ordinance provide only for
certification of public buildings larger than 1000m2, while the EPB Directive postulates in
Art.7(3) that “…when buildings are constructed, sold, or rented out, an energy performance
certificate is made available…” and in the exemptions listed under Art.4(3) no 1000m2 condition
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is mentioned. Public buildings larger than 1000m2 are specifically addressed under Art.7(3)
which provides that their certificates should be “…placed in a prominent place clearly visible to
the public.” This is a misreading of the EU document.
Comparison of Component Performance Requirements in Europe
U-values will be allotted quite some time because they are expected to be used as an alternative
simpler calculation method for smaller buildings, or in addition to the complex EP calculations,
as can be inferred from the practices in the EU member states with already developed EP
regulations.
Europe is divided into 3 climatic regions, namely: cold, moderate, and warm61. Albeit Bulgaria is
stretching from the latitude of San Marino in Italy to the one of Barcelona in Spain and Porto in
Portugal, its geographic conditions, i.e. it is not enclosed by sea and has average altitude of
470m, from 0 in the costal areas to as high as 2925m in the mountains, determine the climate to
be closer to the moderate zone countries in the winters and to the warm zone in the summers (for
comparison, refer to fig.32.) The winters are more severe than in Italy or Spain, with external
design winter to= -16o C in Sofia (thus, more comparable with those in Germany and Switzerland,
which are from –10 to –15oC), but the summers are hotter than in the countries in the moderate
zone, with external design cooling to= 34oC. It is therefore justifiable to place Bulgaria inbetween those 2 zones. The lower winter temperatures determine a need for the same level of
insulation, etc. as for the moderate climates, and since cooling/AC in residentials is very rare in
Bulgaria, the heat use during the winter accounts for the highest energy consumption.
Consequently, relevant for comparisons are similar thermal requirements as for the countries in
the moderate zone.
Fig.32. Climate data for selected countries
Austria
Belgium
France
Germany
Bulgaria
Italy
Spain
Portugal

country average to [oC]
+6.7 to +8.9
+9.8
+9 to +15
+9
+10.5
+11 to +10
+12
+10 to +17.5

average to in January
-2
+1
-6 to +1
-2
+3 to +12
+4 to +11
+10

average to in July
+18
+16

annual rainfall range [mm]
up to 1200
675 to 1500
>500
+16 to +20
500 to 1000
+25
450 to 1200
+18 to +29
460 to 1500
+18 to +24
250 to 965
+22
400 to 1200
Source: Encarta Encyclopedia www.encarta.msn.com

The EPB Directive does not impose mandatory U-values, it is up to the countries. Fig.33 shows
that there still exist differences in U-values even in countries in the same climatic zones (of
course, other factors also determine the values, e.g. construction materials, building traditions,
etc.) We believe that unification of the U-values will take place imminently as the globalization
imposes standardization of products in order for the ever-increasing number of multi-national
manufacturers to capture more markets worldwide. Lets assume that the offered by an ECOFYS
study estimates of the expected U-values of the different elements in the different climatic
regions due to the impact of the EPB Directive (indicated by the dotted line and the will-be value
in fig.33) would gravitate around the future standardized U-values by zones.
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Fig.33. Comparison of U-values in a number of European countries, W/m2K and W/m2oC
countries by
facades
climatic zone 0.15 0.25 0.35 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.65 0.15 0.25
Finland
Sweden
will be 0.17
Denmark
Austria
Belgium
France
will be 0.38
Germany
The Neth.
UK
Bulgaria
Italy
Spain
will be 0.48
will be
Portugal

roofs
ground floors
windows
0.3 0.35 0.45 0.65 0.15 0.25 0.35 0.45 0.5 0.65 1.25 1.75 2.25 2.65 2.75 3.25
will be 0.13

will be 0.17

will be 0.23

0.43

will be 1.33

will be 0.41

will be 0.48

will be 1.68

will be 2.71

Source: ENPER, MRRB. (1998). Norms for Design of Building Thermal Insulation, and ECOFYS

As discussed, Bulgarian U-values should be closer to the moderate zone ones. Then, apparently,
Bulgaria does not have good values. Conclusively, at element level, the Bulgarian norms should
be improved.
Even if U-values of elements are good, the EP of the building as a whole might not be good.
Then we need to look at those energy flows not included yet, e.g. the HVAC system, etc. In other
words, we need to use a more comprehensive approach - the EP approach.
The EP Approach
The development of overall EP requirements, where the global goal should be reached at building
level, might lead to fewer requirements at component level.
The idea behind the EP approach is that the EP of the building should not exceed the normative
EPmax, i.e.
EPmax > EP
where
EPmax is the maximum allowed energy consumption of the building. It is defined in the
regulations and is therefore a political and economic issue. This makes it hard to harmonize
across the countries. Therefore, the EPB Directive only set requirement that input data be the
same (not values, just parameters) but the methodology is left to the countries themselves.
EP is the energy consumption of the building as calculated on the basis of the building
characteristics, both physical and installations. Therefore, it is a technical issue.
As a technical issue, the EP is a rigid fact and could not be changed so easily especially for
already existing buildings. It depends on the technical status at the present time and the economic
development in the country. For example, funds for residential construction in Bulgaria come
from small private investors and are insufficient for experimenting with advanced design or
technology. Maybe large foreign inflows could provide for technologies like the solar dome on
Bundestag in Berlin or the greenhouse shell of DR-byen in Copenhagen, but such innovative
projects cannot be seen in Bulgaria at that stage. Also influential to the EP are the building
traditions. The EPmaxin turn is determined by the current political and economic interests. How
good and objective the EPmax in Bulgaria would be in limiting the energy use then, bearing in
mind the criticism in the Biran Davis’ Report and the statement of the influential political leaders
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in Bulgaria in response to this criticism, admitting that “…in Bulgaria, there are extremely
powerful hidden structures of illegal power, with economic and political support”.62 The
corruption index in Bulgaria is also high, although it improved from 3.9 in 2001 to 4.2 in 2004 on
a scale from 0 (perfectly corrupt) to 10 (perfectly non-corrupt.)63 But lobbyism is characteristic
for strong industries. For example, there is no toll for passenger cars on the German highways,
neither is there a speed limit, although both are among the measures influencing car-related enduse energy efficiency and could have saved CO2 emissions had they been implemented. Those
lacks could be attributed to the car industry lobbing in the rule-making, as such measures would
hamper the sales of the cars. But the automobile industry in Germany is very powerful, which is
grounded in its long traditions, size, and worldwide image. All the players are united in an
Association. This is not the case with the Bulgarian construction sector, so there is hope that
EPmax be objectively determined.
While the EP regulations rely mostly on the calculation procedure, the commissioning and
quality control is left out of attention in the EPB Directive. Corruption in Bulgaria also raises
concerns for the importance of quality control – not only on the construction side, but also prior
to that during the design phase. Frequent malfunctions are occurring when authorities approve
poor projects or when changes in the design of the building are frivolously made on site. Finally,
occupants’ behavior might be different from that used in the calculations. All those factors might
lead to inconsistency between the calculated EP and the actual EP of a building. To deal with
that, at the least a control provision could be introduced in the regulations.
Reference Building or Formula
The formula approach is simpler and applied by the majority of the countries in Europe. If EPmax
is defined by a formula the result is very different formulas in different countries.
Only 4 countries in Europe - Finland, France, Portugal, and Greece - use a reference building in
their EPmax expression. In this way, it is accounted for the building shape. That is an important
aspect in Bulgaria, where traditionally the architecture is not compact but rather fractionalized in
volume and with many extending parts. Moreover, the reference building approach employs
more unified parameters, so the goal of harmonization becomes more easily achievable.
Output Data
Output data, or in other words – the units to express EP, could be net energy, final energy,
primary energy, or CO2 index. (the latter is in use in the UK only and planned in Greece). The
trend in the EU is “…to include more energy flows and to move from final to primary energy”.64
If EPmax is to be calculated through primary energy (as in Germany) it is difficult to do it
precisely if the energy used in buildings is predominantly electricity (as in Bulgaria.) Electricity
could be generated by different fuels with different CO2 emissions. This argument calls for use of
CO2 index.
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But an eventual application of CO2 index in Bulgaria would result in more energy use, since
more than half of the Bulgarian energy mix is attributable to NPP and hydro power, i.e. is “clean”
in respect to CO2 emissions. Of course, the rest is generated from highly polluting low-quality
lignite coal, coupled with old, inefficient processing equipment. This would partially offset the
low CO2 emission level of NPP and hydro. Alternatively, if the energy generation in Bulgaria is
assessed as “CO2- -clean”, then CO2 allowed from buildings could be set even lower in order to
suppress eventual stimulation of energy consumption.
Another hurdle to the use of CO2 indices is the consideration of import dependence (or resource
depletion.) Bulgaria imports more than 70% of its primary energy resources. Taking into account
this aspect may make primary energy a more appropriate unit to measure EP. That is, Bulgaria
has its own coal resources but they are polluting, i.e. the CO2 index would be high, so it would
have to switch to imported sources. Economy-wise, it might be better not to use CO2 index.
With the current energy mix in Bulgaria, CO2 index wouldn’t be appropriate from environmental
standpoint as well. It could exhibit ok values with heavy energy use due to prevailing NPP and
hydro. Also, given the current “monopoly” of electricity, majority of the buildings will have
similar performance, i.e. more energy (i.e. electricity) consumption will mean comparatively
more CO2 in any case. In this way, CO2 amount depends on the amount of energy used but not of
the source of energy. For instance, the same amount of CO2 could result from a large amount of
natural gas or from small amount of coal, thus CO2 index suppressing coal use. But if the energy
source is homogeneous there is less use using CO2 index. In the long run, however, when the
NPPs are closed down and Bulgaria moves away from electricity towards more variety of
carriers, a strict CO2 index might stimulate preferences for cleaner carriers.
As regards the units, if the reference building approach is adopted, the EP of a building with a
certain area could be measured in kWh/year and the area may not appear at all in the unit, as in
France and Finland. If the formula approach is adopted, the unit could be per m2 or m3. We would
recommend cubic meters for houses to account for the volume and square meters for multistory
apartment buildings to account for the energy needs other than heating. Lets illustrate the case.
To heat the same area of the two single-family houses in fig.34, more energy goes if the height is
bigger, i.e. the volume is larger. Energy used for other purposes, incl. hot water, can be assumed
to be the same as both houses accommodate one family. Thus, in case of houses, volume could be
used in the EP unit to punish dissipation of heating energy and encourage more energy-efficient
design.
Fig.34. Single-family houses with the same
areas and different volumes

1

2

area: A1=A2
volume: V1>V2
energy for:
heat E1>E2
other E1=E2

Fig.35. Multistory buildings with the same
volumes and different areas

1

2

area: A1>A2
volume: V1=V2
energy for:
heat E1=E2
other E1>E2

If two buildings have the same volume (fig.35), therefore need the same amount of energy to heat
the internal space, but the one hosts 3 low floors and the other- 2 high floors, then the more
stuffed one will appear to use more energy if measured by area. Energy used for heating might be
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the same, but if we include appliances, light, and hot water per floor then the one with more
floors, i.e. more area, really uses more energy. Internal gains are assumed off. According to this,
using m2 in the EP units could reflect more just the real EP of multistory apartment buildings.
This is especially true in Bulgaria, where the trend is towards lowering the floor construction
height in order to fit more dwellings into the allowed by law total height and thus maximize
profit from a plot of ground.
Analysis of Different Types of Energy Flows
Energy flows, or input data, that must be included in the new EP regulations are specified in the
annex to the EPB Directive. Herein, we will analyze some of them. Others would be omitted, as
explained earlier in the Limitation section.
Heat Transmission
This is the basic flow, considered in the regulations on new buildings in all countries, and on old
buildings - in many countries. Most of the European countries base their heat transmission
requirements on U-values – either in combination with EP calculations or not. See U-value
section.
Internal Gains
Internal Gains are not considered in the current norms. If they are to be included, it would be
better done as a “global value” concept. It is more appropriate for residential buildings not only
because of its simplicity but also because it is hard to assess the influence of parameter such as
lighting, appliances and equipment, etc. in residential buildings. Therefore, and on a basis of
assumed occupation concept, a default value could be assigned to internal gains. This is the most
widely adopted option in the European countries and the value is usually around 5W/m2.65 In the
case of “global value” concept, time variation of the internal gains is also assigned a default
value, especially if the calculation period is one year. But for seasonal calculations, as currently
done in Bulgaria, time variation could be user-specified.
Except for in Sweden, EPmax is not affected by internal gains in the European regulations and this
could be the case in Bulgaria as well in regard to residential buildings. That is because the
residential buildings have low internal gain level compared to public buildings like schools or
offices, for example. Thus, if EPmax is not affected by the internal gains, regulations will appear
stricter towards residential buildings. Of course, having different EPmax for residential and nonresidential buildings is also a possibility.
Solar Gains
While internal gains could be left out of the new regulations, the solar gains should not. They are
especially important in the Southern countries with hot summers, such is Bulgaria.
Like most of the small European countries, Bulgaria must be assumed to have one climatic zone.
In the current norms, there is no external temperature parameter in the formula. (but the norms
are based on given indoor temperature >18oC and humidity <75%) Considered are the type and
size of glazing, its orientation (only partially, though), heat accumulation properties of the
building envelope, and ventilation. Solar gains are defined very generally in the current norms by
65
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a default coefficient - one integrated g-value which includes a shading coefficient. The geometry
of the windows is described by using only the window area, not the tilt. That is to say, there are
not at all concerns over division of horizontal/vertical/tilted surfaces and roof sky-lights are
excluded totally. There is not a clear distinction between the 4 orientations (only North is treated
as a special case).
In the current norms, shading from remote obstacles and from elements of the same building is
defined by shading coefficients. Only fixed shading devices are considered. The most advanced
countries consider also automatic control of shading devices, but it is more relevant in office
buildings.
There should be two different EPmax for systems which provide low and high levels of summer
comfort. Because, residential standard of Bulgarians increase when measured by m2/person, but
an increase should be achieved also when measured by indoors air quality. Measures have to be
taken to prevent obtaining lower EP at the expense of reduction of airflow rates and the resulting
lower indoor comfort of occupants. Those measures should include consideration of: indoor air
quality; summer/winter comfort; lighting level and visual comfort, etc.
Recommendations
In brief, the reference building approach is favored as it would account better for the noncompact traditional Bulgarian architecture and will facilitate the international harmonization
objective. But if the formula approach is adopted then two sets of units are suggested – m2 for
one-family houses and m3 for multifamily buildings. Following suit the EU practices, primary
energy is proposed to be used as output but because of the specifics of the Bulgarian energy mix
CO2 index is recommended as a supplementary informative indicator. As regards heat
transmission, Bulgarian U-values should be lower. As regards solar gains, recommended is to
define more specifically the effect of climatic conditions (temperature fluctuations) on EP; to
include a finer division into 4 horizontal orientations, or even better (as in the Netherlands) in
steps of 15 degrees from –90 to +90; and to consider also vertical orientation (tilt). Finally, if
included in the EPmax determination, internal gains should better take on “global values” as this
would be more appropriate for residential buildings.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
In conclusion, we found out that the Bulgarian buildings cannot be characterized as energy
efficient when measured by the amount (and quality) of the energy used during the operational
phase.
The unsustainability pattern starts in the Energy sector, where coal (41.15%) and nuclear power
(50.8%) are the prevailing energy sources. Thus, the energy supplied to the residential buildings
comes from conventional, non-renewable and polluting supplies, after wasting a large part as
distributional and other losses – 24% district heating losses and 37% electricity losses, to name
some. The share of renewables is strikingly small compared to the other European countries –
only 1.7% hydro power and 0.4% other RES.
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Additionally, high reliability on electricity for meeting the residential energy needs is common in
Bulgaria. For many households there is no other alternative, but instead for looking for less
expensive more efficient alternatives to electricity, the government consented to a second NPP.
Consequently, Bulgaria is planning to expand its export stretch. Therefore, one might expect that
electricity will be the most abundant energy source in Bulgaria for some more time in the future.
The Building sector is not efficient either. The analysis revealed that more than 80% of the
Bulgarian building stock was built between 1945-1980, when the energy price was low and there
were no thermal regulations in place. Not surprisingly, 80% of the buildings are reported to
urgently need thermal improvements. The indoor climate is especially grievous in the concrete
element dwellings (22% of the total) built in 60’s and 70’s.
Good news is that the majority of the population (91.3%) lives in their own property and this is a
stimulus to initiate retrofitting. Bad news is that Bulgarians impoverish on the average and many
cannot afford such undertaking. De-concentration in dwellings can be observed as the population
decreases and dwelling stock increases. This implies increasing energy use per capita in the
residential sector. Finally, along with the recent overall economic revival in the country, hectic
construction activities are going on at the moment, mainly performed by private firms and in the
absence of proper Building Codes and government control.
On the basis of all this, we can conclude that the Bulgarian residential sector is not sustainable
when it comes to domestic energy use during the operational stage of the buildings. Therefore,
we list some retrofits and renovation measures to be applied in the existing buildings, along with
stricter normative regulations – both for new and existing buildings. Based on an estimation of
up-front investment, payback period, rate of return, and environmental impact, we identified a
number of appropriate for Bulgaria technical measures, namely, insulation of dwellings,
metering, and some low-cost measures such as sealing the windows, double pane glazing, etc. In
new buildings, it is important to provide for good EP in time, so the thermal regulation would
have a decisive role. They are still under development in Bulgaria and not much is disclosed
regarding their provisions. Nevertheless, we would at least recommend use of reference building
approach, primary energy as an output with supplementary CO2 index, better definition of solar
gains and preferably distinguishing between systems providing lower and higher summer indoors
comfort, internal gains included as a “global value” concept, and improved U-values. Also,
government enforcement and better control are essential to ensure that the new norms produce
any effect.
Although the largest conservation potential is within the existing buildings, the EU EPB
Directive does not deal enough with them. Therefore, we consider incentives to make people
undertake thermal improvements in their homes to be crucial. But also regarding the new
buildings, the human factor has decisive role in the EP of buildings with good potential. That is,
wasteful, unsustainable inhabitants’ behavior can make an energy-efficient (by design and
construction) building to under-perform. This also calls for creating incentives to make people
conserve energy.
Consequently, socio-economic measures to induce desired behavior are needed in any case. We
divided them into forces and incentives to save. Major driving forces to use less energy are
increasing energy prices to cover the costs and further to accommodate the negative
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environmental externalities. In the future, eco-taxes similar to those already in place in some
European countries ought to be adopted as energy price component. But an economical behavior
induced in such a way must not be at the expense of sustainable human development. While the
electricity price went up by 200% and the district heating price by 130% in the past 5 years, the
average salary and pension recorded only 5% and 8% increase respectively. Therefore, the social
tariff and the energy allowances should be continued for the time being. But it is recommended
that programs targeting low-income households be established as they could better assist the poor
to implement energy efficiency measures, so in the longer run the social tariffs and social
payments for energy are gradually reduced and eventually abolished as the efficiency measures
reduce the low-income household costs.
Besides, incentives to motivate people to implement the so-described technical measures are a
necessity. First of all, more funding and state engagement is required, as well as prioritizing
energy efficiency measures in the national environmental policy. Apart from the Energy
Efficiency Fund that will start functioning in 2005, more funds must be established to provide
soft loans for energy efficiency projects and renewable energy use. The government must come
up with a clearer RES support mechanisms, as well as to seek for alternatives to electricity for
heating. In addition, the loan eligibility criteria should be improved and, in particular, the
condition on all-building-occupants-agreement-on-renovation should be released. Next, legal
changes are proposed in regard to the higher property taxes levied on energy efficient dwellings.
This acts discouraging for energy saving and should be abolished. On the contrary, there must be
bonuses and tax reduction on energy saving equipment or RES installations.
The residential buildings make for 21% of total country energy use, so they could have an
important role in the Bulgarian energy and climate policy. If the suggested improvements were
fulfilled then the needs for energy efficiency improvements described in the Introduction part
would be met to a large degree and the environmental burden of the residential sector could be
significantly mitigated. But of course, Bulgaria should develop a pro-active policy to promote
energy efficiency at all stages of the energy cycle in the whole Bulgarian economy.
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